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pdfBill Murray was suspended Tuesday from the
Academy Awards, for what the Academy is calling "a

breach of conduct" that doesn't specify. The actor was
present at the 71st annual Academy Awards on Feb. 26,
but was cut from the broadcast, which aired on ABC. The
77-year-old British actor was spotted on the red carpet

Wednesday, but by late afternoon the Academy tweeted
out a statement announcing that Murray was being

removed from the organization. The Academy wouldn't
give many details on why the decision was made to
suspend Murray, but that didn't stop it from sparking

social media speculation. After all, anyone who's
involved in Hollywood has been in some sort of scandal
at one time or another, and it stands to reason that this
one might be more serious than a celebrity feud or off-
hand comment that catches on the Internet. Here are

some of the most likely explanations for Murray's
suspension and some opinions on how much Hollywood

would be willing to suspend a celebrity before that
happens. Peggy Lipton of "The Mod Squad" and "The
Game" allegedly paid for sex on Bill Murray's yacht.

Could all Bill Murray's troubles stem from his relationship
with actress Peggy Lipton? The Academy has only hinted
at the rumors; there is no affidavit. But Lipton has denied
it, though she did speak about it for the first time in "The

Hollywood Reporter" on Wednesday. She wrote about
Murray's habit of inviting her to swim with dolphins at his
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yacht in Bora Bora, saying she only went there once and
"always had a blast." She also talked about her longtime
friendship with Murray, saying that although they started
out as friends, their romance was "bad" and that "there
were other men involved." She stopped short of saying

anything about paid sex, and when pressed, she joked, "I
think I was paid, but I can't remember exactly, so let's

just call it paid." But this isn't the first time that someone
in Murray's orbit has accused him of having paid for sex.
In 1992, there was a similar media frenzy around actress

Shawn Stevens claiming 50b96ab0b6
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